
Admin Notes
October 3 2021
Meeting opened: 11:00am

12 concepts read by: Naomi L

Opening Announcement:

Naomi L(Chair) - I just wanted to announce and remind people that they should be putting
together a “Best Practices document”. Something that has “Tips and tricks'' in it for people that
take up our positions after us going forward. Not to say that people aren't doing a good job
mentoring people or but if for some reason you were hit by a bus tomorrow there would be a
document that would have some information and shortcuts that will help your successor.

Topic 1: Quarterly Budget Report

We are doing the first audit of 2022. We have done average donations at 884 dollars minus
10%(84$) multiplied by 3 and that is 2400ish. That's about 700 dollars less than what we had for
QT 4.

PR Chair: 1200$
RCM 1: 0$
RCM 2 : 0$
Recording Secretary: 50$
Admin General Fund: 992$

Chera T(Fellowship Dev.) - So we are going to be printing things out and having to go out and
meet people so our expenses will be going up. So we may need more than last quarter.

● Fellowship Dev - 50$
Leaves us with 992 budgeted for the admin fund.

Naomis(Chair) - Just to let people know when we go back in person it's 750 dollars in rent. Plus
the storage unit which is another 150$.

Topic 2: Update on unity day guidelines

Yas(Vice Chair) -  I ran an ad-hoc unity day committee, it was me and one other person. We
pulled some things from the SASC guidelines, mostyl for language and phrasing. We also pulled



from the 2006 guidelines for unity day and the california Unity day guidelines. I have been
working on it, but I almost certainly won't have it done today before Area. What I plan on doing
is announcing it during area so that it can get put into the minutes, so that i can get feedback
from people before i actually finish the guidelines

Topic 3: Keys to storage unit

(General question: Did the key issue get resolved? Have copies been made/ retrieved and
re-distributed?)

Jake(RCM 1) - No I did not. I'm sorry, I won’t make excuses for myself, I just got busy and got
distracted. I put it on my calendar and will get to it this month.

Topic 4: Literature

Yas(Vice Chair) - Last month we talked about creating an online form for literature sales. So I
just wanted an update from you Gwynnd and you toni.

Gwynnd(Website Coordinator) - So I really like south king counties order form. Its
professional. What they do is you can order it online and it sends an email to literature and you
pay one sunday a month between certain hours. The way he constructed it was a little more
involved than I was hoping. A lot of plugs in and adjustments. So after talking to Tony we
decided maybe we could do something a little less “pretty” but we could commit to having it by
November.

Tony(Literature) - The biggest thing I have right now is that i’m accommodating people who
email me, or text me at the last minute and expect…I think we need to put the word out to our
GSRs and members that just because i'm living downtown and the lit is there that i can just
meet whenever and unfortunately that's not the case. I think we just need to get back to the one
Sunday a month system. I don't know if we need to get that communicated on the web site or
what. Over the last 2 years things have changed so much. People may get the wrong idea and
this next month when i can't continue to meet people the way i have been they may get upset. I
have gotten confirmation from the church that ther 11am time slot is available for me to be in the
church. The room might be taken on occasion but I can use the main room instead. So it
shouldn't affect things.

Gwynnd(Website Coordinator) - So South King county also has a page which outlines the
rules of how to get literature during this co vid time. We could do something like that and put it in
the drop down menu on top or put it on the site.

Naomi-(Chair) - So I’m confused because I thought we had already put this message out last
month. The admin body and GSRs already agreed last month that this time slot and method is
what we were going to be doing. Any position is empowered to send out a general email to the



SASC body. Just send an email to gwynnd so that she can send it out. It will go to every person
ever put on the SASC list.

Tony(Literature) - Because of the short notice I wasn't going to be able to get the room from
the 9 to 11 slot. Part of the reason I didn't put the announcement out is because it wasnt ready
yet.

Just because we decided here that we are going to change the time, we still have to get
approval from the administrator(The Church where Literature is sold) that the time is available.

Yas(Vice Chair) - I feel like we can get into this culture of like Areas, and some service boards.
We talk about something and then we just get stagnant and don't do it between meetings. I feel
like we have all done it. I don't want to be a personality, or be an authority, but we are all
empowered to do our positions. If you have an issue or you have a delay, or you need support,
or a question, you can email the admin before our admin meeting. We can work on things in
between these meetings so that things get done.

Do I have to submit to Region for the insurance rider for Tony at the church?

Naom(Chair) - Tony should. It's super easy tony, you just fill out a quick form, you get an email
back and it says you are covered. This is the same thing for every meeting and event that you
do.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Are you paying rent for the place?

Tony(Literature) - Yeah we are paying 50$ a month because we are “self sufficient”.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Is that coming out of your budget or?

Tony(Literature) - I’m not sure if its coming out of the Lit budget…Tyler pays it so it may just be
the general fond.

Naomi(Chair) - Same thing either way.

Yas(Vice Chair) - So just to clarify that even though the form isn't up yet we should plan on
doing literature form 9 AM to 11 AM Sundays. Gwynnd, if you could put up a page saying that
this change is going to be happening even before you put the form up, just so we start making
people aware. Email Tony to make an order and appointment time. Gwynnd, feel free to put out
an email letting people know this is going to be changing.

Topic 5: Making the online travel cost form Printable

Yas(Vice Chair) - One thing that came out of the audit, when you go to the site and click on the
forms, we have the online forms and the printable forms. One form that is only online right now



is the travel request form. It's a form that could be really useful to people as a printable form. It
should be relatively easy and it should go to the treasurer and the assistant treasurer.

(General Consensus and Agreement that it should and will get done…probably by our hardest
working admin member Gwynnd).

Topic 6: Sub committees needing to keep a ledger

Yas(Vice Chair) - So Emma, you and I had talked about putting together a motion or guidelines
to ask people to do a ledger like that.

Emma(PR Chair) - We did talk about it. There are some other issues to do with language and
editing. We are also making some changes to different positions. It just made more sense to
change everything at once rather than going through and changing a whole bunch of small
things over a long period of time.

We found a secretary who is a secretary for PR and another position and they don't want to do
that. So we were thinking of splitting the position.

Yas(Vice Chair) - One thing we have been doing over the past year is cleaning up the
guidelines of every committee. I talked to felecia and, just so you know Emma, I am happy to
take the guidelines and format them for you. Or if you want support. I am available.

Emma(PR Chair) - That's awesome. Yes definitely.

Topic 7: Several Zoom accounts - Felicia(H and I Chair)

Yas(Vice Chair) - So we have several zoom accounts for several different sub committees. So
we thought that it might be a good idea to combine them all together. So right now felicia had
given me the log in to the Sinac zoom account, which they pay 37 dollars for. What I was having
an issue figuring out is the reason it was a bit different. Felicia said that the reason is sometimes
they need to have 2 meetings at a time. Which is something sort of unique for them.

So the idea would be to use it for Activities, Area, H and I, etc, etc, etc.

Is there anyone who is like a zoom wizz, who would be able to figure things out?

Naomi(Chair) - Just to let people know it needs to be figured out before the end of my term. We
are using my individual account.

Yas(Vice Chair) - So there is like a pro account, it's 1499 per month per licence. So that's
probably what they are using at H and I.  I think, we would probably be able to work things so
that we would only need 2 licences.



Naomi(Chair) - Like some scheduling procedures right. No 2 instances happening at any time.

Yas(Vice Chair) - So fellowship dev could meet with the other license if for some reasons
people need to meet at the same time. So any overlap would be okay.
Does anyone have any passion or excitement about looking into this?

Naomi (Chair) - There is a page somewhere on NAWS that has some info on this no doubt.
There has been extensive work done for helping people with Zoom going forward.

Travis(Recording Secretary) and Yas(Vice Chair) - (Clarifying who will do what to make this
work)

Chera T(Fellowship Dev.) - I have tried to reach out to H and I for a few things.Is there anyone
who could pass my info on to Felicia so that she could contact me.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Actually Chera if you text me i'll pass your info onto felicia so that you two can
get in touch.

Topic: 8 More budget stuff

Excess funds: 328.70

Yas(Vice Chair) - Does anyone have any need for extra money this quarter?

Ok… So there it is. Alright so Tyler, we contribute the rest to Region and world?

Tyler(Treasurer) - So what we do is distribute the rest to Region if we don't use it. This number
comes after we have already made a contribution to both region and world, once we have the
project based spending(328.70) we ask the groups if they need any extra, and then once we
dont use it. Then we contribute the rest to Region.

Naomi(Chair) - Knowing that region sends a part of what they get on to world.

Jake(RCM) - What is our overall contribution to Region and world?

Tyler (Treasurer) - I can get you that number in a few moments.

Topic 8: last couple things…How do people feel about going 5 minutes over?

General consensus:No



Topic 9: Inventory

Naomi(Chair) - Not any progress. I'm trying to figure out how we are going to do this over
zoom. Maybe reach out to some other members outside of our area. I don't see us doing this
inventory in person. We typically do these things in November so we are not way out of scope
here. If we can talk to some Members and contact people(Admin from another Area) outside of
our Area we should be able to do it by December.

Topic 10: Monthly admin meetings

Yas(Vice Chair) - So I didn't get to that, but I wanted to bring something up that's kind of
interesting before drafting the language. So we have this clear language to do with compliance
right now. But we are going to be adding this thing. So even though we have been coming here
voluntarily(On a monthly basis rather than quarterly), it's still significantly more impactful for
compliance. This would be a much larger burden. So where does sending your vice chair or a
representative factor into this. Do people get what i'm saying?

Naomi(Chair) - The scenario being that if someone sends there assistant to area but never
goes themselves they are still in compliance.

Yas(Vice Chair)- So the language could be like, if you send your assistant to represent you
twice in a row, or 3 total in a year. Right now we have languet that say you can miss 2 in a row,
or 3 over the course of a year. So could you miss an area, send your assistant, and than come
to the 3rd are. What im saying is, i think it would be good to build more flexibility into the
compliance in a way that acknowledges the assistant positions and there rolls.  As well as
language to do with people coming to this meeting on a monthly basis.

Chera T(Fellowship Dev.) - I think that once…So if someone misses after twice in a row it
should be considered non compliance.

Yas(Vice Chair) - So that's interesting, so if you are absent twice in a row, you are out of
compliance. So what you are saying is that even if the vice chair coming would mean that it was
still out of compliance.

Chera T(Fellowship Dev.) - So like 3 than? Because anything after that is excessive.

So 2 consecutive meetings, 3 in a twelve month period.

Naomi(Chair) - So it looks like if you read the guidelines that the Rep doesn't count. If you don't
show up once you are out of compliance. You can have a representative go for you once but
beyond that you are out of compliance.

Yas(Vice Chair) - If you are allowed to be represented by your vice chair or assistant



Travis(Recording Secretary) - So my thought would be that we are putting a much greater
burden on admin by requiring 12 instead of 4 admin meetings. So maybe we could require
people to come to the QT meetings, but give them some breathing room on the other 8, (by
allowing them) to send a rep.

Yas(Vice Chair) - I would love to workshop this outside of this space, maybe send out emails.,
that way by next area I could have something. I don't want to take up a whole bunch of time as
we are already running out of time for today.

Announcements: We still have a lot of open positions.

Naomi(Chair) - There is a real worry that sinac has not sent a rep in a really long time. So they
have 0 oversight at this point. So they are running on their own.

Yas(Vice Chair) -Is sinac happening next year or is it pushed back like everything else.

General consensus: Next year

Emma(PR Chair) -  PR made a flyer with all of the positions that we have open. Should I send
that out via the chat, or send it to you, or what's the best?

Yas(Vice Chair) - All of that is great. Do all of it. I’m going to try to make my service
announcement a little bit more or get people more involved. “Do it for someone else because
someone did it for you” It says service in the basic text like 209 times”.

I operate under the assumption that everyone wants to be of service or work their program,
which I know isn't true but I like to operate under that assumption and try to think of how I can
get people excited. A lot of people may hear service and not really know what that means.

Yas(Vice Chair) - Emma (PR chair) -  Celebrated 13 years.

End: 12:15 pm


